INTRODUCTION {#h0.0}
============

Detection of specific viral pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) by host pathogen recognition receptors is the first event in the defense against virus infection ([@B1][@B2][@B3]). During infection with RNA viruses, the RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs) RIG-I (retinoic acid-inducible gene I) and MDA5 (melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5) bind viral PAMPs present in the infected cell and initiate a signaling cascade mediated by the mitochondrial antiviral signaling (MAVS) molecule, which culminates in the production of type I interferons (IFNs) and other antiviral proteins ([@B4][@B5][@B6]). This primary host response to infection is essential to control virus replication and to initiate protective antiviral immunity ([@B7]). Identification of viral structures that effectively trigger this pathway will advance our understanding of the molecular requirements for potent natural RIG-I ligands. Importantly, such knowledge can be used to generate synthetic RLR ligands for strong induction of antiviral responses in the context of vaccination or antiviral therapies.

Studies using synthetic or purified viral RNA, followed by analysis of antiviral activity upon transfection into cells, have revealed that 5′-di- or -triphosphates associated with double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) or with single-stranded RNA (ssRNA), with or without poly(U/UC) ssRNA stretches, trigger RIG-I stimulation ([@B1], [@B3], [@B8][@B9][@B10]). These structures are predicted in many RNA viruses, and their presence has been validated in influenza A virus (IAV) ([@B8], [@B11]), Sendai virus (SeV) ([@B12]), hepatitis C virus (HCV) ([@B13][@B14][@B15]), and reovirus ([@B16], [@B17]). MDA5 ligands are much less well characterized and are presumed to be complex secondary RNA structures ([@B18], [@B19]).

Notably, during infection with viruses that are adapted to the host, virus-encoded proteins interfere with RLR activity, allowing the virus to reach high titers prior to the onset of the antiviral response ([@B20][@B21][@B22]). The delay in the detection of viral structures that are normally present in the viral genomes during natural infections indicates that additional factors are required for the effective triggering of antiviral responses *in vivo*. During infection with SeV, a potent stimulus for the initiation of the antiviral response is provided by immunostimulatory defective viral genomes (iDVGs) generated during virus replication at high titers ([@B23][@B24][@B25]). SeV iDVGs trigger RLR signaling and initiate strong antiviral immunity both *in vitro* and during natural infections *in vivo* ([@B24], [@B26]). SeV iDVGs belong to the copy-back type of RNA DVGs and are produced when the viral polymerase is released from the template strand during replication and copies back the nascent strand ([@B27]). iDVGs are unable to replicate in the absence of a helper virus, as they lack the essential replication machinery and they are not transcribed into proteins due to their flanking antigenomic promoter ([@B28][@B29][@B31]). A copy-back iDVG of 546 nt (DVG-546) predominant in laboratory stocks of SeV strain Cantell (SeV C) is among the strongest natural triggers of RLR signaling ([@B12], [@B23], [@B26], [@B32]). Although this activity largely depends on 5′-triphosphates and the presence of dsRNA structures, it is unclear whether additional RNA motifs optimize the immunostimulatory potential of DVG-546, contributing to its efficient recognition even in the presence of virus-encoded antagonists of the antiviral response ([@B25], [@B33]).

Here we describe an RNA motif, DVG~70-114~, that is essential for the strong immunostimulatory activity of DVG-546. This motif can be stabilized and engineered into inert viral RNA to confer enhanced immunostimulatory potential. Mechanistically, DVG~70-114~ facilitates the recognition of viral RNA by RIG-I and promotes the onset of the antiviral response. DVG~70-114~ represents a novel type of viral PAMP enhancer motif.

RESULTS {#h1}
=======

Accumulation of positive-sense RNA strands of SeV copy-back DVGs associates with strong stimulation of the antiviral response during infection. {#s1.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We previously reported that iDVGs naturally generated *in vivo* trigger potent lung antiviral immunity ([@B24]). To examine whether SeV iDVGs induce a broad antiviral state that could protect against unrelated viral infections, mouse cells were infected either with SeV C containing high levels of copy-back iDVGs (SeV HD) or with SeV C depleted of iDVGs (SeV LD) or left untreated (N/T) and reinfected 6 h later with the unrelated IAV. Cells preinfected with SeV HD were significantly more resistant to IAV replication than were cells preinfected with SeV LD ([Fig. 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and induced higher antiviral gene expression levels ([Fig. 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate that SeV iDVGs stimulate a strong antiviral state that can protect against infection with unrelated viruses.

![The positive-sense DVG strand is associated with the strong antiviral activity induced during infection. (A) MEFs were infected with SeV HD or SeV LD (MOI = 1.5 TCID~50~/cell) or left untreated (N/T) and challenged 6 h later with IAV (MOI of 1.5). Cells were harvested 12 h after challenge, and the expression of IAV NP mRNA was examined by qRT-PCR. The data are the percentage of IAV NP mRNA relative to that of N/T cells. (B) Expression of antiviral genes examined by RT-qPCR. Results are expressed as the mean ± the standard error of the mean of three independent experiments. (C) Representation of genomic and copy-back DVG RNAs produced during SeV infection. (D) *IFNB1* mRNA expression and ratio of positive/negative-sense DVG RNA copy numbers determined by RT-qPCR from A549 cells infected with SeV HD at an MOI of 1.5 TCID~50~/cell. Experiments were independently repeated at least three times. Each assay was performed in triplicate. A representative graph is shown. (E) Representative staining of positive-sense DVG (green), positive-sense SeV genome or mRNA (red), IRF3 (purple), and nuclei (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole \[DAPI\], blue) on LLC-MK2 cells at 6 h after SeV HD infection or on mock-treated controls. Magnification, ×100. (F) Quantification of IRF3 nuclear translocation within all of the cells, DVG-containing cells, or DVG-negative cells. Results are expressed as the mean ± the standard error of the mean of three independent experiments. \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; ns, nonsignificant (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test). Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH).](mbo0051524970001){#fig1}

To better understand the molecular basis of the strong immunostimulatory ability of SeV iDVGs, we looked for molecular motifs responsible for their activity. Because copy-back DVGs maintain the promoter elements necessary for replication, both positive- and negative-sense DVG RNA strands are present in infected cells ([Fig. 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To narrow the search for molecular motifs that confer strong stimulatory activity on iDVGs, we first assessed whether a specific strand of iDVG preferentially activates the host antiviral response during infection. We quantified the number of positive- and negative-sense RNA strands of a predominant iDVG (DVG-546) present during infection with SeV HD ([@B12], [@B34]) and correlated these amounts with *IFNB1* mRNA expression. For the description and validation of this assay, see [Fig. S1A](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [B](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material. Although copy numbers of negative-sense DVG strands were consistently higher than those of positive-sense DVG strands throughout infection (see [Fig. S1C](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), an increased ratio of positive- to negative-sense DVG strands positively correlated with the induction of *IFNB1* expression in infected human A549 cells ([Fig. 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The correlation between positive-sense DVG RNA and type I IFN expression was recapitulated in LLC-MK2 cells, a cell line highly permissive to SeV replication (see [Fig. S1D](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Confirming the strong ability of positive-sense DVG RNA to stimulate the antiviral response, RNA fluorescent *in situ* hybridization (FISH) in combination with immunofluorescent staining showed that IRF3 translocation to the nucleus occurs predominantly in cells showing a strong positive-sense DVG signal ([Fig. 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, accumulation of positive-sense copy-back DVGs is positively associated with the induction of antiviral responses in cells infected with SeV.

Identification of a candidate motif essential for type I IFN induction by positive-sense DVG RNA. {#s1.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have reported that alterations in the internal (noncomplementary) region of DVG-546 drastically affect its stimulatory capacity ([@B26]). Specifically, we found that a mutant form of DVG (DVG-324) retaining the 5′ end of the internal sequence promoted high levels of expression of type I IFNs upon transfection, while a mutant DVG missing the 5′ end of the internal sequence (DVG-354) showed a significant loss of stimulatory ability. These data suggest that a specific region located at the 5′ end of the internal sequence plays an essential role in maximizing the stimulatory potential of DVG RNA. Additional mutant DVGs further confirmed this prediction ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). One mutant DVG that retained a shorter 5′ internal sequence (DVG-268) also showed potent immunostimulatory activity, while mutant DVGs lacking either the complete internal sequence (DVG-200) or both complementary sequences (DVG-IS) demonstrated a reduced ability to stimulate antiviral genes upon transfection into both mouse and human cells ([Fig. 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S2A](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [B](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). This differential activity of mutant DVGs was sustained over a 24 h time course, ruling out the possibility of different kinetics of IFN induction by the different mutant DVGs (see [Fig. S2C](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For all of these studies, *in vitro*-transcribed DVG (ivtDVG) RNAs were purified from gels, tested for purity and endotoxin content, and transfected into cells at equal molarity (see [Fig. S3A](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to [D](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Identification of a candidate motif essential for type I IFN induction by positive-sense DVG RNA. (A) Representation deletion of mutant DVGs. The length of the deletion (dashed line) and the total final length of each molecule are indicated. The mutant DVG with both complementary sequences (gray) deleted is DVG-IS (internal sequence). (B) Expression of *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA measured by RT-qPCR from LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of the ivtDVG indicated. The data are the mean ± the standard error of the mean of all of the experiments (total *n* = 5 to 11/group). (C) Folding prediction of highly stimulatory and poorly stimulatory mutant DVGs with the RNAfold ViennaRNA software. A temperature of 37°C was chosen to determine structures based on minimal free energy. The candidate motif (DVG~70-114~) is circled. (D) Relative position of the candidate stimulatory DVG~70-114~ motif and its sequence in the genome of DVG-546. The AU content of DVG~70-114~, compared with that of DVG-546 and the full-length genome, is shown in the inset. (E) Folding predictions for DVG-268 and of the mutants derived from it. The structures of intact DVG-268 and of the DVG~70-114~ motif deleted (Δ70-114) molecules are shown. The position of DVG~70-114~ is highlighted. Point mutations within the DVG~70-114~ motif are indicated in the red square. (F) LLC-MK2 cells were transfected with 4.15 pmol of the ivtDVG indicated, *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA expression was analyzed by RT-qPCR at 6 h posttransfection. The data are the mean ± the standard error of the mean of all of the experiments (total *n* = 3/group). (G) Murine TC-1 cells were transfected with 4.15 pmol of DVG-268 or DVG-268~Δ70-114~, and IFN-β protein and mRNA levels were measured by ELISA and RT-qPCR, respectively. The data are the mean ± the standard error of the mean of three independent experiments. Each experiment was performed in duplicate. Bars correspond to the standard error of the mean. \*, *P* \<0.05; \*\*, *P* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001; ns, nonsignificant (two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test). Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH.](mbo0051524970002){#fig2}

To identify the specific sequence and/or secondary RNA structure responsible for the strong stimulatory activity of iDVGs, we modeled *in silico* the folding of mutant DVGs with either a strong or a weak ability to induce type I IFN expression. For *in silico* folding predictions, we excluded the 3′ complementary sequence of the constructs since long complementarities strongly interfere with modeling based on minimal free energy, resulting in predicted structures that significantly deviate from the natural folding of the molecule ([Fig. 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Under these conditions, we identified a candidate stem-loop structure formed by nt 70 to 114 (DVG~70-114~) of DVG-546 that was observed only in mutant DVGs showing strong stimulatory ability ([Fig. 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This region is enriched in A/U nucleotides compared to the positive-sense SeV genome or full-length DVG-546 ([Fig. 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). DVG~70-114~ spans the 3′ end of the 5′ complementary sequence and the 5′ end of the internal sequence, consistent with a partial requirement for segments of the complementary and internal regions of iDVG for strong induction of IFN expression.

DVG~70-114~ is necessary for the strong stimulatory activity of SeV DVG RNA. {#s1.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether DVG~70-114~ is necessary for the strong stimulatory ability of SeV DVGs, we removed the DVG~70-114~ motif from DVG-268 or from the parental DVG-546 and tested these RNAs upon transfection. Removal of DVG~70-114~ did not significantly affect other secondary structures of these molecules ([Fig. 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S4C](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). For the quality controls used, see [Fig. S4A](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [B](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material. Removal of DVG~70-114~ nearly abolished the stimulatory activity of DVG-268 at 6 h posttransfection, as cells transfected with DVG-268~Δ70-114~ expressed significantly lower levels of *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA than cells transfected with DVG-268 ([Fig. 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This difference was recapitulated in murine cells and sustained at the RNA and protein levels over a 24 h time course ([Fig. 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A reduced ability to induce IFN production was also observed in DVG-546~Δ70-114~ (see [Fig. S4D](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), demonstrating that DVG~70-114~ is required for optimal stimulatory activity of DVG-546.

To further confirm the stimulatory role of DVG~70-114~, we introduced point mutations into this motif. A nucleotide swap within the stem region of DVG~70-114~ (U106G) disrupted the complementary structure of the DVG~70-114~ motif ([Fig. 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), resulting in reduced stimulation by DVG-268 ([Fig. 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and suggesting that the potent activity of SeV iDVGs depends on the integrity of the DVG~70-114~ motif. To determine if specific noncomplementary structures within DVG~70-114~ are necessary for stimulation, we performed single-nucleotide swaps in the most distal loops of the DVG~70-114~ motif (A89U and C97G) while preserving its overall predicted structure ([Fig. 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the C97G mutation, but not the A89U mutation, decreased the ability of DVG~70-114~ to trigger *IFNB1* mRNA expression compared to that of parental DVG-268 ([Fig. 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that both the structure and the sequence influence the stimulatory potential of DVG~70-114~.

DVG~70-114~ promotes strong antiviral responses during SeV infection, overcoming viral antagonism. {#s1.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test whether DVG~70-114~ is involved in the stimulation of antiviral immunity during infection, we generated SeV stocks including recombinant defective viral particles containing the DVG~70-114~ motif (rDVG-324) or lacking this motif (rDVG-354) as shown in [Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ([@B26]). Infection with rDVG-324 stimulated significantly higher levels of *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA expression in LLC-MK2 cells than did infection with rDVG-354, while the viral protein and DVG RNA expression levels were equivalent ([Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These data show that DVG~70-114~ functions to enhance the antiviral response during infection, demonstrating its biological relevance.

![Recombinant SeV iDVGs with an intact DVG~70-114~ motif preserve their stimulatory activity in the context of infection. (A) Schematic of the recombinant SeV DVG generation system. BSR-T7 cells were infected with partially inactivated SeV 52 and transfected with a plasmid encoding either DVG-324 or DVG-354. Cells and supernatants were collected 48 h later and inoculated into 10-day-old embryonated chicken eggs. SeV containing rDVGs was collected from the allantoic fluid. T7 pro, T7 promoter sequence; Riboz., ribozyme; T7 term, T7 polymerase terminator sequence. (B) LL-CMK2 cells were infected with virus rDVG-324 or rDVG-354 at an MOI of 5 TCID~50~/cell and analyzed at 6 h postinfection by RT-qPCR for the expression of *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA, SeV NP mRNA, and DVGs. The relative copy number of DVG RNA was quantified by RT-qPCR with the DVG comp primers (see [Table S1](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). The data are the average of three independent experiments. \*, *P* \< 0.05; \*\*, *P* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001; ns, nonsignificant (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test and two-tailed *t* test in DVG RNA quantification). Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH. (C and D) LL-CMK2 cells were infected with SeV LD at an MOI of 1.5 TCID~50~/cell and transfected 24 h later with 4.15 pmol of DVG-268 or DVG-268~Δ70-114~ RNA or left untreated (NT). Expression of SeV NP and SeV (P/V) (C) and antiviral genes (D) was measured at 6 h posttransfection. The data are the average of three independent experiments. \*, *P* \< 0.05; \*\*, *P* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001; ns, nonsignificant (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test). Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH.](mbo0051524970003){#fig3}

To further evaluate whether DVG~70-114~ promotes antiviral immunity in the presence of a virus-encoded antagonist, we infected cells with SeV LD 24 h before transfection with either DVG-268 or DVG-268~Δ70-114~. By the time of DVG RNA transfection, viral protein mRNA, including NP and P/V, had accumulated to high levels in the cells ([Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S3E](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) and no antiviral gene expression was detected ([Fig. 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, NT \[nontransfected\]). Agreeing with their predicted stimulatory potential, transfection of DVG-268 resulted in the strong expression of antiviral genes while DVG-268~Δ70-114~ maintained its reduced stimulatory potential under these conditions ([Fig. 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These data further demonstrate that DVG~70-114~ has strong immunostimulatory activity even in the presence of potent viral antagonists of detection.

The 3′ complementary end of iDVG RNA is not required for maximal IFN induction. {#s1.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Contrary to previous implications, our data strongly suggest that complementarity along the 5′ and 3′ ends of copy-back DVGs is not a requirement for their strong stimulatory activity. To directly test if the 3′-complementary sequence is essential, we deleted the complete 3′ complementary sequence (94 nucleotides \[nt\]) from DVG-324 ([Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; DVG-324NC). Upon transfection, DVG-324NC induced the same level of expression of antiviral genes as parental DVG-324, and both mutants showed higher potency than DVG-546 ([Fig. 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the potent stimulatory activity of DVG-324NC depended on the DVG~70-114~ motif, as a DVG-324NC~Δ70-114~ mutant had significantly less stimulatory potential ([Fig. 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![3′-to-5′ complementarity and additional proximal secondary structures are not necessary for IFN induction by DVG-derived RNA. (A) Illustration of DVG-324 and the related 3′ complementary sequence deletion mutant (DVG-324NC). The relative position of the immunostimulatory motif DVG~70-114~ is highlighted with a red square. The length of the deletion (dashed line) is indicated. (B) Expression of *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA by RT-qPCR of LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of the ivtDVG indicated. (C) Folding predictions for DVG-324NC~Δ70-114~, DVG-324NC~Δ5-51~, and parental DVG-324NC. Motif DVG~70-114~ is indicated by a red oval. Motif DVG~5-51~ is indicated by a blue oval. (D) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA by RT-qPCR in LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of the ivtDVG indicated. (E) Illustration of the DVG~5-51~ motif and its relative position in the DVG-324NC construct. The sequence of DVG~5-51~ is shown below the construct. (F) Folding prediction for DVG-324NC motif1+ compared to that for DVG-324NC. (G) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA by RT-qPCR of LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of the ivtDVG illustrated in panel H. All transfection experiments were independently repeated at least three times. The data are the mean ± the standard error of the mean of all of the experiments (total *n* = 3 to 5/group). \*, *P* \< 0.05; \*\*, *P* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001; ns, nonsignificant (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test). Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH.](mbo0051524970004){#fig4}

To control for the role of additional secondary structures in the stimulatory activity of DVG-324NC, we next removed an auxiliary secondary motif (DVG~5-51~) located more proximal to the 5′-triphosphate end of RNA than DVG~70-114~ ([Fig. 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, blue circle, and E). This motif is also preserved in all of the mutant DVGs shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Deletion of DVG~5-51~ in DVG-324NC did not affect the integrity of DVG~70-114~ or the overall structure of the DVG ([Fig. 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and did not have an impact on the stimulatory activity of DVG-324NC ([Fig. 4E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, these data demonstrate that DVG~70-114~ enhances the immunostimulatory activity of DVG RNA and functions independently of the 3′-end complementary sequence or additional proximal secondary structures.

Stabilization of DVG~70-114~ enhances its stimulatory potential. {#s1.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We next evaluated whether stabilization of the DVG~70-114~ motif could further optimize the stimulatory activity of DVG-derived RNAs. To do this, we introduced an additional A-U base pair into the DVG~70-114~ long stem region of the DVG-324NC background. This insertion stabilized the stem structure as it increased its minimal free energy from −9.8 to −10.89 kcal/mol ([Fig. 4F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, DVG-324NC motif1+). Cells transfected with DVG-324NC motif1+ RNA expressed 2-fold higher *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA levels than cells transfected with unmodified DVG-324NC ([Fig. 4G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and data not shown), demonstrating that stabilization of the DVG~70-114~ motif improves its immunostimulatory potential. The stimulatory enhancement potential of stabilizing DVG~70-114~ was further validated in DVG-546 (see [Fig. S4E](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [F](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

DVG~70-114~ motif confers strong immunostimulatory activity to inert RNA molecules. {#s1.7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess if the immunostimulatory activity of DVG~70-114~ could be transferred to inert 5′-triphosphate-containing RNA molecules, we cloned the DVG~70-114~ motif into the X region of HCV, a well-described nonimmunostimulatory small RNA derived from the virus genome ([@B13]). Our cloning strategy preserved the RNA stem-loop structures present in both the DVG~70-114~ motif and the X region ([Fig. 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, transfection of the ivtDVG RNA X region DVG~70-114~ (X region-based mutant that includes DVG~70-114~) led to strong expression of *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA, while that of the X region alone did not ([Fig. 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). X region DVG~70-114~ also demonstrated an ability to stimulate antiviral gene expression equivalent to that of HCV poly(U/UC) ([@B13]) ([Fig. 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). To rule out the possibility that the potent activity of X region DVG~70-114~ resulted from the introduction of an additional stem-loop structure, independently of the sequence of the motif, we also cloned into the X region the auxiliary DVG~5-51~ motif which is not required for immunostimulatory activity of DVG RNA ([Fig. 4G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). DVG~5-51~ has a size similar to that of DVG~70-114~ and causes equivalent disruption of X region folding ([Fig. 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Introduction of the DVG~5-51~ motif did not alter the stimulatory activity of the X region ([Fig. 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), demonstrating that DVG~70-114~ has exceptional and transferrable immunostimulatory potential.

![The DVG~70-114~ motif transfers strong immunostimulatory activity to inert RNA molecules. (A) Folding predictions for HCV X region, X region DVG~70-114~, and X region DVG~5-51~. Motif DVG~70-114~ is in a red balloon, and motif DVG~5-51~ is in a blue balloon. (B) Expression of *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA measured by RT-qPCR of LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of gel-purified poly(U/UC), X region, X region DVG~70-114~, or X region DVG~5-51~ ivtDVGs. The data are the mean ± the standard error of the mean of all of the experiments (total *n* = 3 to 5/group). \*, *P* \< 0.05; \*\*, *P* \< 0.01; ns, nonsignificant (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test). Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH.](mbo0051524970005){#fig5}

Lastly, we compared the activity of DVG RNA with that of other known RIG-I ligands. As shown in [Fig. S5A](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material, DVG-derived RNA binds to RIG-I with an affinity equivalent to that of poly(U/UC) and RNA containing DVG~70-114~ stimulates levels of antiviral expression equivalent to that of poly(U/UC) or the viral RNA synthetic analog poly (I:C) (see [Fig. S5B](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [C](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The DVG~70-114~ motif promotes binding of the viral RNA to RIG-I. {#s1.8}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To establish whether the strong stimulatory activity of DVG-268 and DVG-324NC is mediated by RIG-I, we transfected these constructs into mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs) lacking the essential RLR MAVS molecule or lacking the RIG-I sensor. Similar to other DVG constructs ([@B26]), *IFNB1* mRNA expression was dependent on MAVS and RIG-I activity for both mutant DVGs ([Fig. 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), while control poly (I:C) showed only MAVS, but not RIG-I, dependency. In addition, *IFNB1* stimulation was largely dependent on the presence of uncapped 5′-triphosphates ([Fig. 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and on RNA secondary structures ([Fig. 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). To determine if the DVG~70-114~ motif augmented the binding of DVG RNA to RIG-I, we performed an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) with DVG RNA exposed to purified RIG-I proteins that lacked the signaling (CARD) domain (RIG-I deltaCARD). RIG-I deltaCARD was used previously to characterize specific RNA binding signatures and demonstrated RNA binding affinity equivalent to that of the full-length parental protein ([@B10], [@B35]). We tested the binding affinity of RIG-I for iDVGs with or without DVG~70-114~ in the absence or presence of ATP, which promotes RIG-I polymerization upon association with RNA. DVG RNAs containing the DVG~70-114~ motif (DVG-268) were more profoundly displaced in the gels than RNAs lacking this motif (DVG-268~Δ70-114~ and DVG-200) in both the absence and the presence of ATP ([Fig. 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S6A](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). These data indicate a stronger capacity of RNA containing the DVG~70-114~ motif to promote RIG-I binding and polymerization to high-molecular-weight complexes, essential events in RLR signaling ([@B36][@B37][@B38]). In addition, a slight enhancement of the binding capacity of RNAs containing the DVG~70-114~ motif to MDA5 deltaCARD was observed (see [Fig. S6B](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), supporting previous reports of a supplementary role for MDA5 in the sensing of DVGs ([@B33]). Together, these results demonstrate that DVG~70-114~ facilitates the binding of viral RNAs to RLRs and is critical for effective triggering of RIG-I signaling in response to SeV iDVGs.

![The DVG~70-114~ motif strongly stimulates RLR signaling. (A) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA determined by RT-qPCR from wild-type (WT), *Mavs^−/−^*, and *Ddx58^−/−^* (RIGI^−/−^) MEFs transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of ivtDVG or poly (I:C). (B) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA by RT-qPCR of LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with ivtDVGs left untreated or treated with AP. (C) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA by RT-qPCR of LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of DVG-268 not treated (NT) or treated with RNase A, V1, A/V1 or mock transfected. (D and E) EMSA of DVG-268 and DVG-268~Δ70-114~ RNA with increasing doses of RIG-I deltaCARD in the absence (D) or presence (E) of 1 µM ATP. All of the experiments in panel A to E were independently repeated at least three times. Each RT-qPCR assay was performed in triplicate. The data are the average values of all of the experiments (total *n* ≥3/group). \*, *P* \< 0.05; \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001 (two-way \[A\] or one-way \[B and C\] ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test). RT-qPCR data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH and/or ACTB (for LL-CMK2 cells) and *Rps11* (for MEFs). Representative gel pictures are shown in panels D and E.](mbo0051524970006){#fig6}

DISCUSSION {#h2}
==========

iDVG-derived RNAs are natural RLR ligands that potentiate host antiviral innate immune responses ([@B12], [@B26], [@B39]). The strong stimulatory activity of SeV iDVGs has been demonstrated both *in vitro* and *in vivo*, but the molecular basis of this activity remains unclear. Because of their outstanding stability, relatively short length, high degree of homogeneity, inability to replicate, and potential to be modified and targeted, iDVG-derived molecules are strong candidates for vaccine adjuvants and immunostimulatory additives for immunotherapy. Here we report the identification of an RNA secondary structure (DVG~70-114~) that confers exceptional immunostimulatory potential on SeV iDVGs both in the context of infection and when transfected as naked RNA.

The DVG~70-114~ motif is a stable stem-loop structure present in the positive-sense strand of the SeV DVGs. This motif shows little sequence homology with the standard viral genome, as it forms in the copy-back iDVG "junction region," where the polymerase starts extending (or copying back) the nascent strand after it has been released from the template strand ([@B12], [@B40], [@B41]). Similar stem-loop structures are found in other copy-back DVGs generated during infection with SeV C and 52 (data not shown), suggesting that structures similar to DVG~70-114~ provide enhanced immunostimulatory potential to other SeV iDVGs. Interestingly, folding modeling of the negative-sense strand of the molecule failed to predict the formation similar to DVG~70-114~ (not shown) corresponding to the observed correlation between the enhanced relative accumulation of positive-sense DVG in infected cells and type I IFN expression. These observations demonstrate that, in addition to the conventional 5′-triphosphate motif, sequences and/or structures present in the positive-sense strand of the molecule maximize its immunostimulatory potential. It can be speculated that the lack of strong immunostimulatory potential on the negative-sense strand of DVG RNA reflects an evolutionary adaptation to avoid sensing of incoming particles before the establishment of infection; however, the biological relevance for a stronger stimulatory potential of one strand over the other requires further investigation.

By using viruses containing recombinant DVGs, we demonstrate that DVG~70-114~ is functional in the context of infection. In addition, we show that DVGs containing DVG~70-114~ are better able to overcome SeV immune antagonists, highlighting the crucial role of iDVGs as primary danger signals for the triggering of the antiviral response in infections with viruses that evade detection. Notably, it has been previously reported that viruses bearing a negative-sense RNA genome do not generate dsRNA during infection ([@B42], [@B43]). However, DVG~70-114~ is 45 nt long and below the detection limit of the dsRNA antibody used in those studies, likely explaining the discrepancy with our data ([@B44]).

The immunostimulatory activity of DVG~70-114~ depends on both its structure and its sequence. Point mutation analyses demonstrated tolerance to nucleotide swaps at the most distal tip of the motif (A89U), while nucleotide stringency was shown in mutations at the bulge (C97G) and some areas of the stem (U106G). In addition, our data demonstrated that the 3′ complementary sequence is not required for iDVG stimulatory activity. DVG-324NC (DVG-324 lacking the 3′ complementary sequence) induced IFN expression equal to that of DVG-324, and this activity depended on intact DVG~70-114~. This result contradicts a previous study that shows a requirement for both 5′ and 3′ complementary sequences for the maintenance of the immunostimulatory function of SeV DVGs ([@B34]). The disparity likely results from an unexpected impact of truncations of the complementary region on the structure of the DVG~70-114~ motif, leading to a misinterpretation of the need for the complementary region.

Remarkably, the insertion of DVG~70-114~, but not of DVG~5-51~, into the inherently inert X region of HCV conferred strong immunostimulatory activity to this molecule, comparable to that of the well-characterized poly(U/UC) region. These data demonstrate that DVG~70-114~ retains its stimulatory potential even outside the context of iDVGs. Our previous studies demonstrated that 5′-triphosphates are necessary for nonself recognition of SeV iDVG by RIG-I ([@B24]). Here we show that 5′-triphosphates are not sufficient and that optimal recognition occurs only in the presence of DVG~70-114~, as various mutant DVGs, including DVG-IS and DVG-200, maintain their 5′-triphosphate but do not stimulate RLR signaling. We report that DVG~70-114~ facilitates the formation of high-molecular-weight complexes between iDVG and RIG-I, likely explaining its strong ability to trigger the antiviral response. Further studies using this powerful system may reveal currently unknown requirements for optimal RIG-I activation ([@B45]). In addition, we observed a role for DVG~70-114~ in enhancing the binding of MDA5 to DVG RNA, supporting our previous finding of a role for MDA5 in the early detection of SeV iDVGs ([@B33]).

The role of DVGs in promoting strong antiviral responses during infection with a number of viruses has been documented since the 1970s ([@B23]), and most recently, we showed that DVGs occurring naturally in the lung during SeV infection drive the antiviral response *in vivo* ([@B24]). Facilitated binding to RLR by DVG~70-114~, together with the faster accumulation of DVGs over the standard virus genome in infected cells ([@B24]), likely explains the ability of iDVGs to overcome the viral antagonism of the immune response. We have identified a natural SeV iDVG molecular motif that facilitates the activation of the antiviral immune response by enhancing the binding of viral RNAs to the intracellular viral sensor protein RIG-I. Importantly, this motif can be harnessed to maximize the immunostimulatory activity of uncapped 5′-triphosphate-containing RNAs, and thus, it represents a novel immunostimulatory enhancer that could be used in the development of vaccine adjuvants or antivirals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#h3}
=====================

Cell lines and viruses. {#s3.1}
-----------------------

LLC-MK2 rhesus monkey kidney epithelial cells (ATCC catalog no.CCL-7), A549 human type II alveolar cells (ATCC catalog no. CCL-185), and wild-type, *Ddx58^−/−^* (*RIG-I^−/−^*) and Mavs^−/−^ MEFs (kindly provided by J. Kagan and J. Chen) were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 2 mM glutamine, and 50 mg/ml gentamicin or penicillin and streptomycin (all from Invitrogen). TC-1 mouse lung epithelial cells (ATCC catalog no.CRL-2785) were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 2 mM [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine, 2 mM nonessential amino acids, 10 mM HEPES, and 50 mg/ml gentamicin or penicillin and streptomycin (all from Invitrogen). All cell lines were treated with mycoplasma removal agent (MP Biomedicals) before use. SeV Cantell HD and LD (SeV HD, high DVG particle content; SeV LD and 52, low DVG particle content) were prepared in embryonated chicken eggs as described previously ([@B25]). Influenza A/PR8/34 virus (IAV) was grown in 10-day-old embryonated chicken eggs (Specific-Pathogen-Free Avian Supplies, Charles River Laboratories) for 40 h at 37°C.

Plasmids and constructs. {#s3.2}
------------------------

A plasmid expressing DVG-546 flanked at the 3′ end by the SpeI-T7 promoter sequence and at the 5′ end by the hepatitis delta virus ribozyme and the T7 polymerase terminator sequence was prepared as described previously ([@B26]). To generate mutant DVGs, restriction enzyme sites were introduced into the construct with the QuikChange II XL site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies). Specifically, DVG-268 was generated by the introduction of 6 nt to generate a KpnI site at position 163 of the DVG-546 sequence. A second KpnI site at position 448 of the wild-type DVG internal sequence allowed the deletion of a 228-nt-long fragment of DVG. DVG-324 and DVG-354 were generated as previously described ([@B26]). DVG-324NC was generated by the introduction of a second KpnI site at position 330 of the DVG-324 sequence, allowing the deletion of a 100-nt-long fragment between positions 230 and 330 of the DVG-324 sequence. Motif DVG~70-114~ and DVG~5-51~ deletions, single-nucleotide swaps (T106G, A89U, C97G), and nucleotides additions (motif1+) were generated by site-directed mutagenesis (QuikChange II XL; Agilent Technologies). For nucleotide swaps, primers introduced a T/G mutation at position 89, 97, or 106 of the DVG-268 sequence. Motif1+ includes an A insertion after position 78 and a T insertion after position 104 of the DVG-324NC sequence. For the sequences of all of the mutagenesis primers used, see [Table S1](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material. Poly(U/UC) and X region plasmids were kindly provided by M. Gale, Jr. (University of Washington).

HCV PAMP preparation and manipulation. {#s3.3}
--------------------------------------

DNA sequences bearing poly(U/UC) or the X region were amplified by PCR (for the sequences of the primers used, see [Table S1](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material) with a high-fidelity polymerase (Invitrogen). X region mutants bearing DVG motifs were constructed by adding DVG motifs at the 3′ end of the molecule by PCR with the primers shown in [Table S1](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The resulting PCR products were gel purified (Qiagen) and subjected to *in vitro* transcription as described below.

ivtDVG preparation. {#s3.4}
-------------------

DVG-expressing plasmids were linearized and *in vitro* transcribed with the MEGAscript T7 kit (Ambion) in the presence of RNase inhibitor (Fermentas). RNA products were treated with DNase and then precipitated with LiCl. The optical density at 260 nm (OD~260~)/OD~280~ ratios of all ivtDVGs were between 2.00 and 2.25, and the OD~260~/OD~230~ ratios were between 2.20 and 2.60. Purified PCR products were used for *in vitro* transcription of poly(U/UC) or X region RNA with the MEGAscript T7 kit (Ambion) in the presence of RNase inhibitor (Fermentas).

RNA treatments and transfection. {#s3.5}
--------------------------------

To remove 5′-triphosphates, 1 µg of ivtDVG RNA was incubated with 10 U of alkaline phosphatase (AP; Thermo Scientific) for 60 min at 37°C. To cleave ssRNA, 1 µg of RNA was incubated with 1 ng of RNase A (Ambion) for 15 min at room temperature. To cleave dsRNA, it was incubated with 0.1 U of RNase V1 (Ambion) for 15 min at room temperature. After treatment, the RNA was purified with TRIzol or precipitation/inactivation buffer according to the manufacturer's specifications. AP and RNase dual treatment was accomplished by incubating AP-treated ivtDVG with RNases by using the protocol described above. Prior to transfection, RNAs were heated at 65°C for 5 min, cooled to room temperature for 5 min, and then chilled on ice to promote proper folding of the molecules before transfection into cells. A 4.15-pmol portion of the structured RNA was transfected into 2.5 × 10^5^ cells with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). As controls, cells were transfected with an equally molarity of high-molecular-weight poly (I:C) (InvivoGen).

Rescue of recombinant virus. {#s3.6}
----------------------------

BSR-T7 cells were infected with partially inactivated SeV 52 at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of approximately 60 50% tissue culture infective doses (TCID~50~)/cell for 1 h. Infected cells were transfected with 3 µg of a plasmid encoding DVG with the XtremeGENE transfection reagent (Roche). Cells and supernatant were harvested after 48 h, and 200 µl of the suspension was inoculated into the allantoic cavities of 10-day-old embryonated chicken eggs. After 40 h, allantoic fluid was harvested and egg inoculation was repeated for up to three consecutive passages. The presence of defective viral genome rDVG-324 and rDVG-354 in recombinant virus stock was verified by PCR with a primer specific for each mutant DVG. The relative copy number of DVG RNA presented in each mutant virus upon infection was determined by quantitative PCR (qPCR) with DVG Comp primer (see [Table S1](#tabS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

*In silico* secondary structure prediction. {#s3.7}
-------------------------------------------

DVG RNA folding was predicted by the RNAfold server from the ViennaRNA package v.2.1.8 (University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria; <http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgi-bin/RNAfold.cgi>) ([@B46]). For analysis, default parameters were applied for minimum free energy (MFE) and partition functions fold algorithms (Turner 2004 model). The optimal secondary structure with MFE of the thermodynamic ensemble is shown for each DVG RNA prediction.

RT-qPCR. {#s3.8}
--------

Reverse transcription (RT)-qPCR was performed as previously described ([@B24]). Briefly, 1 µg of RNA was reverse transcribed with the High Capacity RNA-to-cDNA kit (Applied Biosystems). qPCRs were performed with SYBR green PCR master mix (Applied Biosystems) in an Applied Biosystems ViiA 7 Real-time PCR System. For the primers used, see [Table S2](#tabS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material.

RNA FISH and IFA. {#s3.9}
-----------------

Probes complementary to the positive-sense strand of the SeV genome were designed against the full-length genome (from position 1 to position 11630), excluding the 5′ end that encompasses the DVG sequence. A pool of 32 oligonucleotides targeting the positive-sense SeV genome was designed as previously described ([@B47]). These probes recognize the positive-sense viral genome, as well as all virus-encoded mRNAs. For probes identifying DVGs, a pool of 15 single-stranded, 20-nt-long oligonucleotides specific for the 3′ end of the positive-sense SeV genome (from position 14965 to position 15416) which covers the DVG sequences was designed by the same methods. These probes bind to DVGs, viral L protein mRNA, and the positive-sense SeV genome. In both pools, oligonucleotides were complementary to a different region of the target RNA, with no fewer than two bases separating any two oligonucleotides. SeV genome probes were labeled with Quasar 570, and DVG probes were labeled with Quasar 670 (Biosearch Technologies). Since L protein mRNA and the positive-sense SeV genome are recognized by both set of probes, pixels containing both colors were considered a SeV genome/protein representation. Pixels stained only with Quasar 670 (pseudocolored green) represent positive-sense DVGs. For combined FISH and immunofluorescence assay (IFA), cells were plated onto plain glass coverslips (Fisher Scientific) at a density of 1 × 10^6^ cells/well and grown overnight at 37°C. RNA FISH was performed according to published protocols, with minor modifications ([@B48]). At different times after transfection, the cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature. Fixed cells were then permeabilized with 70% ethanol for 1 h at room temperature. Permeabilized cells were incubated with anti-human IRF3 antibody (1:100 dilution; Santa Cruz), followed by Alexa Fluor 594-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:500 dilution; Invitrogen) diluted in 1% bovine serum albumin in the presence of 40 U/ml RNase inhibitor (Invitrogen). Stained cells were incubated in 4% formaldehyde for 10 min prior to FISH, washed with PBS, and then equilibrated in wash buffer containing 10% formamide and 2× saline sodium citrate (SSC \[1× SSC is 0.15 M NaCl plus 0.015 M sodium citrate\]). FISH was performed by hybridizing fixed cells with 10 nM probes diluted in hybridization buffer consisting of 10% formamide, 2× SSC, and 10% (wt/vol) dextran sulfate. Hybridization was performed overnight in a humidified chamber at 37°C. Imaging acquisition was performed with a Nikon E600 epifluorescence microscope equipped with a 100×, 1.4 numerical aperture oil immersion objective (Zeiss) and a Zeiss AxioCam MRm camera.

FISH-IFA image quantification. {#s3.10}
------------------------------

Imaging quantification was performed with the Volocity Quantitation module (PerkinElmer) ([@B49]). Exposure time, gain, and offset were held constant for all images. The fluorescent signal from the nuclei of cells was selected by drawing a region of interest (ROI) around each nucleus. The fluorescent signal of the positive-sense DVG was determined by drawing an ROI around the entire cell and using the procedure described above. The average ROI intensity of IRF3 and positive-sense DVG signals in mock-infected cells was measured and used as a reference to set the threshold for defining nuclear IRF3 and positive-sense DVG-positive cells. Nuclear IRF3-positive cells among positive-sense DVG-positive populations were identified by performing "intersect module," while the nuclear IRF3-positive cells among positive-sense DVG-negative populations were identified by using the "exclude touching" module. For the analysis, at least 250 cells were quantified in each experimental group through three independent experiments.

EMSA. {#s3.11}
-----

The RIG-I deltaCARD and MDA5 deltaCARD proteins (RIG-I or MDA5 without the two N-terminal CARDs) were kindly provided by Sun Hur (Harvard, Boston, MA) and were prepared as described elsewhere ([@B35]). EMSA was performed by incubating ivtDVG RNA with 1 µg or the indicated amount of RIG-I deltaCARD or MDA5 deltaCARD protein in buffer A (20 mM HEPES \[pH 7.5\], 150 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl~2~, 2 mM dithiothreitol) for 15 min at 37°C, and the complexes were resolved by 4 to 12% Bis-Tris NativePAGE (Bio-Rad). Gels were stained with SYBR gold (Life Technologies), and fluorescent gel images were recorded and analyzed with the Gel Doc XR+ imaging system (Bio-Rad).

ELISA. {#s3.12}
------

IFN-β in the supernatant of ivtDVG RNA-transfected TC-1 cells was determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions (PBL Assay Science).

Statistical analysis. {#s3.13}
---------------------

Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism version 5.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). A statistically significant difference was defined as a *P* value of \<0.05 by either one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) or Student's *t* test with or without a *post hoc* test, as indicated in each figure legend, on the basis of the specific data set.

Additional materials and methods. {#s3.14}
---------------------------------

For additional materials and methods, see [Text S1](#textS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL {#sm1}
=====================

###### 

Production of positive-sense DVG during DVG replication closely correlates with expression of *IFNB1* mRNA. (A) Scheme of PCR amplification strategy utilized to detect and differentiate positive- and negative-sense strands of DVG-546. RT of the positive- and negative-sense DVGs was performed with the primers indicated. RT-qPCR of each sense-specific RT product was performed with a combination of the DVG 1 and DVG J primers to produce identical PCR products at equivalent efficiencies. While the DVG 1 primer will serve to reverse transcribe the positive-sense strand of both DVG-546 and the SeV HD genome, the DVG J primer spans the junction site between the inverse trailer and the internal DVG sequence, which is unique to the DVG-546 sequence and is not present in the SeV HD genome. (B) Positive- and negative-sense DVG qPCR efficiency test of TC-1 mouse lung epithelial cells infected with SeV HD at an MOI of 1.5 TCID~50~/cell. Total RNA (1 µg) isolated 12 h after infection was reverse transcribed for either positive- or negative-sense DVG. Ten-fold serial dilutions were analyzed for RT-qPCR, and cycle threshold (*C~T~*) values for all of the dilutions were graphed relative to the log~10~ of the number of picograms of initial RNA. The linear region of the standard curve is shown and was used to determine the *R*^2^ value and PCR efficiency, which was calculated as 10^−1/slope^ − 1. (C) Copy numbers of positive- and negative-sense DVGs over the course of A549 infection with SeV HD at an MOI of 1.5 TCID~50~/cell. (D) *IFNB1* mRNA expression and ratio of positive/negative-sense DVG RNA determined by RT-qPCR from LLC-MK2 cells infected with SeV HD at an MOI of 1.5 TCID~50~/cell. All of the experiments shown in panels B to D were independently repeated three times, and each assay was performed in triplicate. A representative data set is shown. Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH. Download

###### 

Figure S1, TIF file, 1.7 MB

###### 

ivtDVGs with an intact stimulatory motif stimulate IFN responses in both mouse and human cells, and the responses are sustained for up to 24 h posttransfection. (A) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA determined by RT-qPCR of TC-1 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of the ivtDVGs indicated. (B) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA by RT-qPCR of A549 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of the ivtDVGs indicated. Each RT-qPCR assay was performed in triplicate. The data are the average values of all of the experiments (total *n* = ≥3/group). \*, *P* \<0.05; \*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001 (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test). RT-qPCR data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH for LL-CMK2 cells and *Rps11* for TC-1 cells. (C) Expression of *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA at 4, 8, 12, and 24 h posttransfection of LL-CMK2 with 4.15 pmol of the ivtDVG RNA indicated. One representative experiment out of three is shown. Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH. Download
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Figure S2, TIF file, 1.6 MB

###### 

Quality control of ivtDVG RNAs. (A) Electrophoretic analysis of ivtDVGs was performed with an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. (B) Endotoxin levels on ivtDVGs used in this study measured by *Limulus* assay. (C) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA by RT-qPCR of LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of gel-purified ivtDVG. The experiment was independently repeated three times, and each assay was performed in triplicate. A representative qPCR is shown. RT-qPCR data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH. (D) The amount of ivtDVGs present upon each transfection was quantified at 6 h posttransfection by RT-qPCR with a common set of primers directed to the 5′-complementary end of the DVGs (DVG comp). Two representative transfections of LL-CMK2 cells are shown (EXPs 1 and 2). Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH. (E) Immunofluorescence staining of LL-CMK2 cells infected with SeV LD (MOI of 1.5 TCID~50~/cell) at 24 hpi with SeV NP (red) and nuclei (DAPI, blue). Magnification, ×40. Download
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Figure S3, TIF file, 1.5 MB

###### 

Verification of DVG~70-114~ motif activity in DVG-546. (A) Electrophoretic analysis for DVG-268 ivtDVGs with an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. (B) Electrophoretic analysis for DVG-546 ivtDVGs with an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. (C) Folding prediction for DVG-546 with the motif deleted (DVG-546~Δ70-114~) and parental DVG-546. The DVG~70-114~ motif is indicated by a red oval. (D) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA by RT-qPCR in LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of the ivtDVG indicated. (E) Folding prediction for DVG-546 motif1+ and parental DVG-546. The DVG~70-114~ motif is indicated by a red oval. The mutated DVG~70-114~ motif in DVG-546 motif1+ is indicated by an orange oval. (F) Expression of *IFNB1* mRNA by RT-qPCR of LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of ivtDVG illustrated in panel E. All transfection experiments were independently repeated at least three times. The data are the mean ± the standard error of the mean of all of the experiments (total *n* = 3 to 5/group). \*\*, *P* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001 (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test). Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH. Download
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Figure S4, TIF file, 2.7 MB

###### 

DVG-derived ivtDVG RNAs induce levels of antiviral responses equivalent to those induced by known viral RIG-I ligands. (A) EMSA of 6 pmol of HCV poly(U/UC), X region, and DVG-268 in the presence of ATP and increasing doses (0 to 20 pmol) of full-length RIG-I. The product was resolved on a 2% agarose gel. (B and C) Expression of *IFNB1* and *IFIT1* mRNA measured by RT-qPCR from LLC-MK2 cells transfected for 6 h with 4.15 pmol of ivtDVGs or equivalent amounts of HCV poly(U/UC), X region, or poly(I ⋅ C) (high molecular weight). The data are the mean ± the standard error of the mean of all of the experiments (total *n* = 3/group). \*, *P* \< 0.05; \*\*, *P* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001 (one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni's *post hoc* test). Data are expressed as the copy number relative to that of the housekeeping gene for GAPDH. Download
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Figure S5, TIF file, 2.6 MB

###### 

DVG~70-114~ improves the binding of DVGs to RIG-I and MDA5. (A) EMSA of DVG-268 and DVG-200, which lack immunostimulatory motif DVG~70-114~, in the presence of ATP and increasing doses of RIG-I deltaCARD. (B) EMSA of DVG-268 and DVG-268~Δ70-114~ RNA in the presence of increasing doses of MDA5 deltaCARD. Download
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Figure S6, TIF file, 0.7 MB
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Primers used in mutagenesis and mutant DVG verification.
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Table S1, DOCX file, 0.1 MB
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Primers used in qPCR assays.
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Table S2, DOCX file, 0.1 MB
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Additional materials and methods used in this study. Download
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Text S1, DOCX file, 0.1 MB
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